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1.0 OBJECTIVE

The main objective of this unit is to study how the beginning with the division of the

fertilized egg cell, the vascular plant generally produces new cells and form new organs until

it dies.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In the early embryonic stages of development reproduction of cells occure throughout

the young orgainism , but as the embryo enlarge and deulops into and independent plant the

addition of new cells is gradually restricted to certain parts of the plant body, while other parts

become concerned with activities other than growth.

In primitive plants (chlamydomonas ) the plant body is uni-cellular and the single cell

performs all the vital functions of life. The next step towards elaboration is the colonial form
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(volvox) where, there is little differentialtion of kinds of cells, i.e. only simple vegetative and

reproductive cells are present. This is a step towards, division of labour. The higher plants

are built of different types of cell, varied in shape, size, origin and functions. This multi-cellular

plant body shows distinct division of labour and differentiation of cells. This differentiation

results in the formation of groups of cells that perform their own functions. A group of cells

similar in size and shape, having a common origin, common method of development and

common function, constitute a tissue.

But the above definition of tissue is rather lose as in higher plants with cellular

complexities, distinctly dissimilar cells are often found to be associated in the form of tissue,

eg. xylem and phloem. Thus tissue may be defined as a group of similar or dissimilar cells

performing a common function and having a common origing. Primarily the tissue can be

divided into two parts:-

(a) Meristenatic

(b) Permanent.

In the Most primitive non-vascular plants all cells are essentially alike, all take part in

metabolism, photosynthesis, building of new protoplasm, and multiplication by division. with

the Progressive evolutionary specialization of tissue the function of a cell division become

largely. Confined to the meristem and their immediate derivatives.  The presence of meristems

strikingly differentiates the plant and animal. In the plant, growth resulting from meristematic

activity is possible throughout the life of the organisms, where as in the animal body the

multiplication of cells mostly ceases after the orgnisms attains adult size and the number of

organs is fixed.

1.1 MERISTEMS AND GROWTH OF PLANT BODY

The term meristem is derived from the Greek word ‘meristos’ which mean ‘divisible’

Meristematic tissue (fig) are immature tissue in which growth and cell division occur or they

retain their power of division.

Fig : Meristmatic cells. A-Typical meristematic cells

B - Cambium cells in transverse view, C- Same in longitudinal view.
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The  characteristic features of meristematic tissue are as follows:

1. They are composed of immature cells which are in a state of division and growth.

2. Usually the intercellular spaces are not found among these cells.

3. The cells may be rounded, oval  or polygonal in shape; they are always living and

thin-walled.

4. Each cells of meristenatic tissue possesses abundant cytoplasm and one or more

nuclei in it.

5. The vacuoles in the cells may be quite small or altogether absent.

6. Ergastic matters are lacking.

Synthesis of new living substance is a fundamental part of the process of formation of

new cells, but the meristems carry on such activity indefinitely, for they do not add cells to the

plant body but also perpetuate themselves; that is some of the product of division in the

meristems do not develops into adult cells but remain meristematic.

The meristems usually occurs at the apices of all shoots and roots, main and lateral,

their number in a single plant may be large, Furthermore, many plants possess additional

extensive meristens, the vascular and cork cambim, concerned with the secondary increase

in thickness of the axis, The combined activities of all these meristens give rixe to complex,

and often large, plant body. They primary growth, initiated in the apical meristems, expands

the plant body, increases its surfaces and its area of contact with air and sail, and eventually

produces the repreoductive organs. The cambia, on the others hand, aid in maintenance of

the expanding body by increasing the volume of the conducting system and forming supporting

and protecting cells.

MERISTEMS AND MATURE TISSUE

The meristems is a formative tissue, adding new cells to the plant body and at the same

time perpetuating themselves as meristems Thus in active merstems a part of the products

of cell division remain meristematic, the initiating cells, and other develop into the various

tissure elements. the derivatives of the initiating cells. In this development the derivatives

gradually change, chemically, physiologically, and morphologically, and assumes more or

Root Cap

            Hypocotyl

Cotyledons Procambium      Apical

(Vascular meristem) Meristem of Shoot
Apical meristem

Fig. : Organization of mature embryo Lactuca sativa is longitudinal view.
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less specialized characteristics. In other words, the derivates differentiate into the specific

elements of the various tissue system. The developing cell becomes different in two senses:

first, it assumes characteristics that distinguish it from its meristematic precursors, and second,

it diverges from cell of similar age by following a different line of specialization.

Since the cells of vascular plant vary so much in their function and their Morphologic

characteristic, they also vary in details of different degree of differentiation as composed with

their common meristenatic precursors. Some diverge relatively little from the meristematic

cells and retain the power of division to a high degree: others are more thoroughly modified

and lose, or all, of their former Meristematic potentialities. These variously differentiated cells

may be considered mature in the sense that they have reached the degree of specialization

and physisologic stability that normally characterizes them as components of certain tissue

of an adult plant. Such a concept of maturily includes the qualification that living cells may

resume meristematic activities when properly stimulated. The living cells changing

morphologically and physiologically as a result of changes in the environmental conditions,

such as may be included by various stimuli ( Steward and Ram, 1961), wounding ( Block,

1941, 1952), or Physiologic isolation (Gautheret, 1959). Some workers visualize a

combination of the processes of dedifferentiation ( loss of previously developed characteristics)

and redifferentiation ( development of new characteristics) in this assumption of new

characteristics, by a cell ( Block, 1961).

For Variable length of time , during the differentiation of tissue from meristems, the

derivatives of meristematic cells synthesize protoplasm, enlarge, and devide These processes

of growth may persist to some degree even after the derivatives shows indications of

differentiation into specific kinds of cells. The development of meristenatic derivatives into

mature cell is gradual. Some activities characteristic of mature tissues may accur while these

tissue are still developing.

CLASSIFICATION OF MERISTEMS

Meristems are classified on several criteria mode of origin, position in plant, stage of

development, function topography. The important classification on the basis of their -

(a) Stage of development (b) Origin of Initiating cells

(c) Positions (d) Functions

(a) Stage of development : this is the region of new organs and tissue. The term embryonic

meristem may also be applied to this which consists of young initials and their derivatives.

(b) Origin of Initiating cells : On the basis of their origin, meristems are of two types-

(i) Primary meristems (ii) Secondary meristems

(i) Primary Meristems : They build up the fundamental or primary Part of the plant

and are part of promeristem. The primary meristems are found at the apices of

stem and roots and the primordia of leaves and similar appendages.
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(ii) Secondary Meristems : The cells first differentiate and function as members of

some mature tissue system, then again take up meristematic activity, the resulting

meristems is called secondary. The secondary meristems are so called because

they originate from permanent cells. The phellogen or cork cambium arising from

epidermis, cortex of other cells during secondary growth is an important example

of secondary meristem. The secondary meristems produce secondary tissues in

the plant body and add new cells for effective protection and repair.

(c) According to position : On the basis of position in the Plant body, meristems can be

classified into following groups -

(i) Apical Meristems (ii) Intercalary Meristems (iii) Lateral Meristems

(i) Apical Meristems : Apical meristems are also known as growing points. They

are found at the apex of stems, roots and branches of the vascular plants. The

initiating cells may be single or in groups. Solitary initiating cells are known as

apical cells whereas those accuring in groups are called apical initials. Solitary

apical initials are found in some  Pteridophytes while apical initials are formed in

some vascular plants. The apical initials may accur in one or more tier.

(ii) Intercalary Meristems : These are portions of apical meristems that have become

separated from the apex during growth. They remain intercalated in between the

permanent tissue. These meristems are short-lived and they very soon get

transformed into permanent tissues.

(iii) Lateral Meristems : These meristems are present along the side of the stem in

dicotyledons and gymnosperms Lateral meristems are responsible for forming

secondary tissues. The cambium of vascular bundles and the stock cambium or

phellogen belong to this category.

Fig : Meristem . A - Diagram to show position of meristem in L.s Of a shoot.

B - T.S of  ‘A” at the paint showing dotted lines
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(d) According to Funtions : The primary meristems at the apices of shoot and roots

when partially differentiated for the organization of tissue system were distinguished as

follow according to haberlandt ( 1890)

(a) Protoderms (b) Procambium

(c) Ground Meristem

(a) Protoderm : It is the outermost layer of young growing region. It develop into

epidermal tissue system.

(b) Procambium : The cells of the Procambium are narrow and elongated.

Procamgium develops into primary vascular tissue (xylem, phloem, Cambium)

(c) Ground Meristems : This

meristem develops into

fundamentals or ground tissues.

The cells of this region are large

and thin-walled which in later

stages become differentiated into

hypodermis, cortex, endodermis,

peri cycle, medulla (pith) and

medullary rays. Hanstein (1870)

distinguished three or four

meristematic layer called

Histogens in the apical meristems

of root and stem.

In stem apices, dermatogen is outer

most layer that form epidermal system. Next

to periblem that form cortex and endodermis.

The central core histogen is called plerome,

that form vascular system, pith and medullary

rays.

Fig. Meristem zones and their products seen in .S. and T.S. of
skmapex.

Fig. Histogen layer at root apex.

Fig. Histogen layer at stem apex.

dermatogn

Periblem
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The same three layers were distinguished in root apex also but her an additional layer

calyptrogen occurs at root tip which grow outwardly and form root cap.

Schmidt (1924) suggested another view. He distinguished an outer Tunica layer

surrounding and inner corpus cone. Tunica forms epidermis corpus forms and vascular system.

Differentiation : Differentiation was interpreted at the cellular level , as the development

of the derivatives of meristems

into the elements of the various

tissue system of the adult plant

body. In this sense differentiation

comprises the many interrelated

processes of chemical,

physiological and morphological

nature which bring about the

specialization of cells, cellular

differentiation ultimately results in the histological diversity charac-teristic of the bodies of

higher plants.

Tissue that have completed their development are differentiated or mature tissues.

Frequently the term differentiated is used to express not only the attainment of a certain state

of development but also the occurrence of variation in structure and function resulting fron

developmental changes within a given cell, tissue, tissue system or organ.

For example, that certain walls of the sieve-tube elements are differentiated into sieve

plates, that the xylem tissue is differentiated into tracheary elements, fibres, and parenchyama,

and the vascular tissure system into xylem and phloem; or that the plant body is differentiated

into root, stem and leaf.

Many cells are so strongly modified during differentiated that they ultimately reach an

irreversible state. Such a state is usually associated with a profound alteration of the protoplast

or its complete disappearance. The cell thus loses the capacity to differentiate and to resume

meristematic activity.

1.3 CELLULAR BASIS OF DIFFERENTIATION

During the differentiation of tissue, histologic diversity results from changes in the

characteristics of individual cells and fron re-adjustments in the intercellular relationships,

The common atteration in the content of differentiating cells are:–

(a) Conspicuous increase in the amount of vacuolar sap it the meristematic cell itself

is not yet highly vacuolated,

(b) Accumulation of various ergastic substance,

(c) development of plastids fron the proplastids,

(d) Acquisition of color by the plastids.

Fig. : Meristem Zone at Stem apex.
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In highly specialized cells the protoplast or parts of its may disappear.

A nuclear phenomenon frequently encountered in cells issuing from the meristematic

state is endomitotic polyplaidy or end polyploidy, i.e. polyploidy resulting forn nuclear division

which is not followed by cell division (Partner, 1959;Tschermak -Woess, 1956). Polyploidy

has been observed in all kinds of tissues but in some tissues the phenomemon appears to

be more common than in other, It is widespread in parenchyma tissue storing food and water

but is less frequent in photosynthetic parenchyama and the epidermis. Polyploidization is

one of the numerous features of cell differentiation and is associated with increases in nuclear

volume and in DNA content (Clowes, 1961, List, 1963).

The changes in wall structure during the development of a cell has been considered for

example the increase in thickness, primary or secondary,  often produces strinking difference

among cells. The chemistry of wall s may change appreciably through lignification,

suberization, or silicification. In certain cell types, such as vessel elements, parts of the wall

are removed.

three Layered Sec-wall

Lumen

Intercellualr

Substance

Primary wall

Fig. : Sec. Lell wall. A (transverse) and B Longitudinal.A

B

Sec wall

Simple pit

paie

Lumen

A

B

Primarywall

Middle
Lamilla

dotted

Fig. : Cell with sec. wall and simple pints. (A) Sclereids, (B) Pholem.
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One of the first gross difference that appear among the developing cells is the unequal

increase in size. Some cells continue to divide with small increase in size; other cease dividing

and enlarge considerably. Examples of diffential growth in size are found in the elongation of

the procambial cells in contrast to the lack of similar elongation of cells in the adjacent pith

and cortex; or of the elements of the first sieve tubes in contrast to that of the adjacent

parenchyma cells.

Parenchyam a cells continued dividing; phloem cells ceased dividing and began

elongation.

Size defference between two adjacent cell may also result fron unequal division. in saome

plants for example, root hairs develop fron cells which are the smaller of two sister cell formed

by the dvision of protodermal cells

The increase in size of a cell may be relatively uniform, but frequently the cell enlarges

more in one direction than in another and thereby assumes a new from. Some cells are

strikingly different in shape fron their meristematic precursors (primary phloem fibres, branched

Fig. : Intercellualr adjustment during tissue differentiation (A) Series of cells
from root tip of tobacco. Parenchyma cell continued dividing;

Fig. : A,B, development of root hair form smaller of two sister cells resulting form
transuerse division of protodermal cell.
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sclereids, latticiferous cells); many , however, become modified in a less spectacular manner,

with a change in the number of facets but a retention of the general shape (Hulbary, 1944).

The predominat cell arrangement in a tissue may be determined  early by the growth from of

its meristem. The relative position of walls in adjacent cell rows also gives a distinctive

appearance to a tissue (Sinnott, 1960). Most commonly new walls alternate with the old ones

in the adjacent cell rows, but in some tissues (cork, cortex of certain roots) new walls is

formed opposite the point of insertion of a previous one in the adjacent row.

Series of cells; Parenchyma cells continued dividing; phloem cells ceased dividing and

began elongating.

The enlargement and the change in the shape of cells in a differentiating tissue are

accompanied by various readjustment in the relation of the cells to each other. One of the

most familiar phenomena is the appearance of intercellular spaces along the line of union of

three or more cells.

In some instance the development of intercellular spaces does not change the general

arrangement of the cells, in other it profoundly modifies the appearance of the developing

tissue (Hulbary, 1944).

With regard to thr growth of walls during the differentiation of a tissue, two possibilities

are recognized.

Fig. : Series of cells; Parenchyma cells continued dividing; phloem cells ceased dividing and began
elongating

Fig. : A-C, establishment of continuity between old and new middle lamella through formation of
intercellular space.
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(a) The growth of wall of adajacent cells is so adjusted that no separation of the wall

occurs,

(b) A separation fo the walls occurs, and the growing cell comes to occupy the space

formed through separation. The first method of growth, sometimes called

sysmplastic growth (Priestley, 1930), is common in organs expanding during their

primary growth. The second type of intercellular adjustment, that involving an intrusion

of cells among others, is called intrusive growth (Sinnott and Bloch, 1939) or

interpositional growth (Schach_ Bodmer, 1945). The occurrence of such growth in

the elongation of cambial initials, of primary and secondary fibres, of tracheids.

One of the most spectacular examples of elongation by intrusive growth is found in

certain woody Liliaceae  in which the secondary tracheids may become 15 to 40 times longer

than the original meristematic cells (Cheadle, 1937). The elongating cells grow at their apices

( apical intrusive growth), usually at both ends. The intercellular material seem to change in

front of the advancing tip, and the primary walls of the adjacent cells become separated from

each other in the same manner as they do during the formation of intercellular spaces.

1.4 CAUSAL ASPECTS OF DIFFERENTIATION

Growth and differentiation, which occur during the ontogeny (devlopement of an individual)

of the plant, are cooridinated and regulated in such a way that the resultant plant assumes a

specific form; in other words, the developing plant exhibits the phenomenon of morphogenesis

(origin of form; from Greek words for shape and beginning). The term morphogenesis can be

used not only with reference to the development of the external from but also to that of the

internal organization. Moreover, the phenomemon of morphogenesis is revealed at various

levels of organization and one can speak of the morphogenesis of individual plant organs,

Fig : A-B, Cambium and Xylem that could develop form such cambium, both in T.S.
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tissue, cells, and even components of cells. Many investigators treat the study of

morphogenesis as causal morphology: that is, they seek to uncover the external and internal

factors that regulate growth and differentiation, and to explain the mode of action of these

factors (Wardlaw, 1952, Welmore, 1959).

Studies in morphogenesis reveals the existence of controlling mechanisms which effects

the development of the plant as an integrated and organized systems, i.e. an organism

(Erickson, 1959) . Although the characteristic of the plant are primarily determined by genes,

a long and comples series of processes intervenes between the primary action of genes and

their ultimate effects on the morphologic characters. And array of regulatory substance is

produced in special tissues and these may exercise control over the responses of cells so

that similar primary genic effects may results in different final expressions. The relationship is

furthers complicated by the modifying effects of the environment to which the plant to exposed

throughout its developments. The various stimuli and effects and the actions of genes and

enzymes have a chemical basis and must be explained at the molecular level, But a full

interpretation of growth and morphogenesis will not result unless levels of organizations above

the molecular are also understood (Stward and Ram, 1961)

MERISTEMATIC POTENTIALITIES OF CELLS

Within the plant, meristematic and mature cells are distributed in characteristic patterns.

The prevailing concept is that cells assume their specific characteristic and functions in

relational to their position in the plant body. This positional relation is an expression of the

integrational control of differentiation of individual cell within the plant. Tissue culture provides

a means of releasing the cells from the controlling mechanisms and thus testing their

polentialities, for growth.

Some cells undergo such a high degree of specialization during differentiation that

they lose their potenliality for growth. This course of events is best exemplified by cells in

which the protoplasts are much altered at maturity or are absent. The presence of an active

protoplast, however, does not assure that a given cell has not undergone irreversible change.

Studies on cultured tissues and on phenomena of regeneration and wound repair suggest

that living cells may become limited in their meristematic potentialities. (Bloch, 1941, 44;

Gautheret, 1959; Steward and Ram, 1961). At the same time, development of new techniques

of tissue culture often results in successful culturing of tissue that previously seemed to

have lost their potency for further growth. But the fact that special conditions and stimulants

are necessary for evoking this growth is in itself and evidence of a limitation of ability to

resume meristematic activity.

In cultures of phloem- parenchyama  cells from carrot soot (Steward, 1964). the cells

first developed into randomly proliferating masses, then produced a more orderly type of

growth: nodules with centrally located xylem were formed. Such modules eventually located

xylem was formed. Such nodules eventually produced soots and then shoots opposite the

roots. The resulting plantlets assumed the characteristics of young Carrot plants. It appeared
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as though the formative process of the embryo in the ovule was repeated in the tissue cullure,

with the nodule acting as a zygote (Steward and Shantz, 1959).

The experiment indicates that the potential toward organized growth is present in

individual cells, but it also suggests that the potential is realized only under a proper balance

of factors that promote growth and differentiation. If these factors are not regulated - it, for

example, there is excess of nutrients -On unorganized tumorous growth occurs.

Another experiements has revealed that the potency of cell with regard to organized

development is less restricted in younger than in older tissues. In suspensions of cells fron

that recapitulated the developmental stages of the normal embryo and became viable plants

(Steward 1964).

INTERNAL FACTORS OF DIFFERENTIATION

Among the internal factors of differentiations, polarity gradients, inductive  effects, and

mutual incompatibility of region of vigorous growth are preminently considered in the literature

on morphogenesis.

Polarity : Polarity refers to the orientation of activities in space. Though apparently

initially induced by directing external factors (Bunning, 952; Sinnott,1960), polarity manifests

itself early in the life of the plant and is evident in the bipolar development of the embryo from

the zygote. It is later expressed in the external and internal organization of the plant into the

root and the shoot and is also evident in various phenomena at the cellular level. Transplantation

experiments (Gulline, 1960) and tissue culture studies (Wetmore and Sorokin, 1955) indicate

that polarity is exhibited not only by the plant as a whole but also by its parts, even if these

parts are is slated from the plant.

Polar behavior of individual cells within the plant body is the unequal division resulting in

physiologically and often also morphologically, different daughter cells unequal divisions, for

example, occur in the epidermis of certain roots. After an unequal division only the smaller of

the two products of a division produces a root hair.

Fig. : A,B, development of root hair form smaller of two sister cells resulting form transuerse
division of protodermal cell.
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C = a = wall part which continued to elongate, b = ceased to elongate root hair primordial

was found.

Before the division, the cytoplasm appears to accumulate at the apical and of the cell (

end toward the root apex) and the nucleus migrates in this direction.  The nucleus divides; the

cell plate is formed and separates the small future root hairs cells from the longer epidermal

cell that develops no root hairs (Sinnott, 1960). Biochmical differences beween the two kinds

of cells also become evident (Avers and Grimm, 1959). unequal division depend on a

polarization of cytoplasm, because these is no evidence of unequal distribution of chromosomal

material (Stebbin and Jain, 1960).

Presence of overall regulatory mechanism in plant morphogenesis is also called polarity,

that is occurrence of physiological and difference between two ends of the plant or its

occurrence of physiological and structural difference between two ends of a plant or its individual

organs; it is a form of asymmetry  in organization. Although there is a evidence that environment

is important in establishing polarity, the bipolar type of development may be detected as

soon as an embryo begins to develop, and it continues to be one of the dominant factors in

differentiation. Asymmetry and polarity in development appear in a cell culture as soon as the

products of cell division become cell aggregates. The introductions of polarity lead to divergent

pattern of development among cells of the same aggregate.

The effects of polar growth in a plant may be disclosed by changes, from level to level, in

the character of structure or their arrangement or both, as well as in differentiation physiological

activities of cell and tissues. In a developing seedling, for example, the root pole and shoot

pole appear to dominate in subjacent part of the plant body but, in the transition between the

two parts, a gradual shift from one structure to the other is present and secures a harmonious

accommodation between root and shoot organization. The tendency toward gradual transition

between dissimilar structure is interpreted as evidence of graded influence in differentiation,

that is gradient of differentiation. The gradient may be those of diffusion of metabolic products,

of temperature, of PH , and other. Polarity and external morphology:

The most evident expression of polarity is in its external morphology. organism without

morphological polarity are rare. A few amoebaid forms have no axes in the vegetative Phase

but from polarized fruiting bodies. In most filamentous types archinzaidal pole and a thallus

pole can be distinguished.  However, algae like pleurococcus are spherical and apparently

apolar, but may be induced to produce filaments, an expression of axiation.

POLARITY AND ANATOMY

Polarity is manifested in internal structure also. On embryonic development, particularly

in Vascular plants, the first manifestation of polar behaviours is in the division of zygote. In

ferns, Wetter (1952) has correlated the planes  of devision of young embryo to the axis of the

prothallium and found that the segment which will form the first leaf is always directed towards

the growing point. In Isoetes, La Motte (1937) has observed that the first division of the fertilized
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egg(zygote) is at right angle to the axis of the archgonium and also that early embryo

development is not affected by external factors.

It is quite difficult to demonstrate the polarity in individual cell rathan than in tisuue. In

young developing roots the last devision of surface cell is unequal; the Swollen daughter cell

becoming a trichoblast and producing a root hair. In the leaf epidermis of mocotyledons some

cell divide unequally and one towards the leaf tip becomes a stomatal mother cell suggesting

thereby that the cells themselves have a polar olientation.

Gradients : Polarity is related to the phenomenon of gradients, since the differences

between the two poles of the plant axis appear in graded series. there are physiologic

gradients, for example, those expressed in the rates of metabolic processes, in concentration

of auxins, and in concentration of sugar in the conducting systems: there are also gradients in

anatomical differentiation and in the development of the external fealures (Prat, 1948, 51) .

The plant axis shows many transitional anatomic and histological characteristic in the transition

from the root to the stem; the differentiation of the derivation of meristems, in general, occurs

in graded series and adjacent but different tissues may show different gradient. Externally,

graduated development is seen in the change in the form of the successive leaves along the

axis, from the usually smaller and simple junvenile form to the larger and more elaborate adult

form. Subsequently, after the reproductive stage is induced, smaller leaves are gradually

produced, the series becoming completed with inflorescence bracts which support subdivision

of the inflorescence or the individual flowers.

Inductive effect: The existence of inductive effects is frequently deduced from patterns

of development in which similar structure appear side by side, one structure preceding the

other in development. Common examples are the inception of interfasicular cabial division

next to the previously established fascicular cambium in stems beginning secondary growth

and the origin of vascular and cork cambial in wound healing and grafting. Studies on induction

of division and differentiation of vascular elements in callus tissue into which a shoot tip is

grafted indicate that hormonal factors and sugar concentration are involved in these kinds of

inductions (Wetmore and rier, 1963; Wetmore and Solokin, 1955). Induction effect can be

seen by an individual cell within the plant body may be observed in the differentiation of

stomata in the monocotyledons (Stebbin and Jain, 1960: Stebbin  and shah, 1960. In the

Formation of subsidiary cells of the guard cells, the divisions of the epidermal cell next to the

guard-cell precursor appear to be governed by this precursor. More over, the sequences and

results of divisions may be interpreted as indicating that with regard to the mechanism of

induction the guard- cell precursors are highly independent from other cells and even from

environ mental conditions.

Mutual incompatibility : The mutual incompatibility of regions of vigorous cyto plasmic

synthesis is seen as a factor determining the distribution of cells and cell complexes in

characteristic patterns (Blinning, 1952, 53) . Distributions of leaf primordial at apices, of

stomata in a dicotyledon leaf, and of rays in secondary vascular tissues are citied as
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examples of such patterns. Another utilization of the Idia of incopatility between growing

regions is made in the availablespace concept regarding leaf inception at the shoot apex

(Wardlaw, 1952).

This brief review clearly indicates that internal factors modify the potentialities of a cell

during its differentiation and that the modifications may be induced by cells in both distant

and proximal positions with regard to the developing cell. Both inductive and repressive stimuli

may be recognized and the effects of the internal factors are difficult to separate from those

of the external. But all observations give evidence of the intrinsic tendency of the plant toward

regulated, organized growth.

1.5 SYMMETRY

A  second marked developmetal aspect of plant structure is symmetry. The great majority

of all Prganisms are symmetrical as well as polar, and individual cell, tessues, and along are

also often symmetrical.

Animals can be Categorised on the basis of their symmetry. Sponges are mostly

asymmetrical i.e., any plane that passes through the centre does not divide them into of the

body divides the organisme into two identical halves, it this kind of body plan.

Animals like annelids etc, where the body can be divided into identical left and right

halves in only one plane, exhibit bitaleral symmetry.

SYMMETRY OF FLOWER

In the typical flower illustrated, the floral members are proportionally arranged round the

thalamus so that the flower divides into two equal and symmetrical halves if one cuts the

flower into two through any vertical plane Passing through the axis. Such a flower as seen in

rose, China rose. etc, it is termed as regular or actinomorphic.

Fig. (A) Radial Symmetry Fig. (B) Bilateral Symmetry
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On the other hand, there are some flowers where

members of the different whorls are not arranged so

uniformly. Here, the flower can be cut into two eual

halves only through one particular vertical plane. Such

flowers, as those of pea, been, Cassia, Qcimum, etc.,

irregular and zygomorphic.

Some flowers are such that they cannot be cut

into two symmetrical halves along any planes. Such a

Flower, as those of canna, is termed erregular and

asymmetrical.

In flower, specially in irregular ones, it is seen that

flower is oriented on the stem in a definite way. The

side of the flower which always faces the stem as the

rachis is called the posterior or back while the

side opposite, i.e, the side facing the

subtending bract is the anterior or front. The

plane passing through the stem, the back and

the front of the flowers and the bracts is called

median or the antero- Postercior plane while

the plane at right angles to it is the lateral or

transverse plane. Similar there may be two

diagonal plane.

Fig. Asymmetrical flowerFig. Zygmorphic FlowerFig. Zygomorphic flower

Fig. : Top-view of a flower showing its plan.

mm = median plane, ll = lateral plane;

dd and d’d’ = diagonal planes.

Fig. Actinomorphic flower
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1.6 FACTOR AFFECTING DIFFERENTIATION AND MORPHOGENESIS

Differentiation is a process in which unspecialized cells develop structure and functions

characteristic of a particular type of cell. The development of cell or tissues with a specific

functions and /or the regeneration of organ or organ like structure(root, shoot etc) or pre-

embryo whereas morphogenesis is a developmental pathways in differentiation which result

in the formation of recognizable tissues.

The process of organic growth in any individual is always under a definite control which

lead to the development of characteristic shape and size . If growth is equal in all parts and

directions .the  organisme would be spherical, but, it growth in one region of the organisms is

different fron that in another, the shape and structure would be quite unequal. These differences

in growth are not at random, but, they proceed in a regular fashion until a specific structure is

development; very rarely this control is seriously disturbed which result in so many

abnormalities. The various factors concerned with one way as the other in  the developmental

phenomenon, such as, polarity, meristematic growth, symmetry, differentiation etc. have a

direct effect on the nature of development, however, their exact role is not yet very clear. But

there some factors which are responsible for the development of definite form and structure

of the organism. Some of the factor are -

(i) Nutritional

(ii) Stimulatory substance

(ii) Inhibitory substance

(iv) Position of cells, tissue, part etc.

(v) Genetic

Nutrition : Every tissue ad organ has its special requirements for optimal growth and

these need to be worked out when starting work with a new system. The region of the plant

which do not manufacture food or contain food reserve, obtain it from the regions of food

manufacture or reserve.

Stimulatory substance : some time the growth are controlled by certain stimulatory

growth substance. Van der Lek (1925) has shown the stimulatory effect in the control of root

growth.

Inhibitory Substance : The development of one part inhibits the growth of the others

by some means other than the competition and these relations are also controlled by auxin

and related substances.

Position : Many parts of the plant have a capacity to exhibit vigorous growth under

isolated conditions than what they normally display attached to the plant.

Genetics : In this type of interacting processes seem to depend primarily upon the

genetic constitution of the individual and thus are produced by the mechanism more deeply

seated than the ordinary physiological ones.
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1.7 QUESTIONS FOR EXERCISE

1. What do you mean by Meristematic tissue? Give the characteristic features

of meristematic tissue.

2. Explain the term mature tissue in detail.

3. Discuss the classification of Meristems.

4. Explain the classification of Meristems according to Haberlandt?

5. Draw a well-label diagram of following-

(a) Histogen layer at stem and root apex.

(b) Meristem zone at stem apex.

6. Explain in brief cellular basis of differentiation.

7. Discuss casual aspects of differentiation.

8. Explain the term Polarity. Comment upon the statement Polarity and

Anatomy.

9. Discuss the internal factors of differentiation in detail.

10. Write short note on the following :–

(a) Polarity

(b) Gradients

(c) Inductive effects

(d) Mutual Incompatibility.

11. Explain the term symmetry. Discuss the symmetry of flower.

12. What are the factor affecting differentiation and morphogenesis.

13. Explain how meristems are related to growth of plant body.
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